SPRING IS FELLOWSHIP SEASON:
ANNOUNCING OUR McCORMACK WINNERS

Faculty Fellowships:

Announced last week in *The New York Times*, Professor Maria Ivanova, *Department of Conflict Resolution, Human Security, and Global Governance*, has earned an *Andrew Carnegie Fellowship*. This award is designed to produce game-changing research in the tradition of previous Carnegie fellowships for Henry Kissinger, Gunnar Myrdal, Robert Caro, and Martin Feldstein.

The $200,000 award will support Ivanova's research on global environmental treaties. She is currently developing an Environmental Conventions Implementation Index to provide timely, informative, and impactful analysis on some of the planet's most daunting environmental challenges like climate change, chemicals, and waste.

Ivanova also serves on the United Nations Scientific Advisory Board and is co-principal investigator of a prestigious $3.1M National Science Foundation grant.

*Read more about Professor Ivanova's fellowship.*

Professor Mark R. Warren, *Department of Public Policy and Public Affairs*, has earned two distinguished fellowships that support his research on building an educational justice movement and organizing against the school-to-prison pipeline. With the *College Board Fellowship to Advance Educational Excellence for Young Men of Color*, he will spend the 2015-16 academic year in residence at the W. E. B. DuBois Research Institute, a premiere global center for African-American and African research at Harvard University.

Selected as one of 13 social scientists from an overall pool of more than 3,100 applicants, Warren also earned the *John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellowship*. Recognizing past accomplishments and future promise, this award will also support his research which he expects to turn into his next book.

*Read more about Professor Warren's two fellowships.*
Student and Alumni Fellowships:

Ifeoma Malo, an alumna of two McCormack programs - Conflict Resolution and Women in Politics and Public Policy, was awarded a 2015 Eisenhower Fellowship. One of 23 fellows from six continents, Malo will explore ways to design better energy sustainability plans in Nigeria, encourage energy innovation through the use of small and medium scale technologies in the renewable energy field, and explore ways to build and strengthen greater local capacity in Nigeria’s electricity/energy industries. Malo currently serves as a senior policy advisor to the Minister of Power in Nigeria.

James Ostis, a first-year Public Policy PhD student, was one of four doctoral students chosen to receive a Public Policy Summer Fellowship at Harvard University’s Rappaport Institute for Greater Boston. A motivated, community-minded professional who excels at collaborative partnerships, and community and nonprofit development, Ostis will receive a $7,000 stipend to work in a municipal or state position in Greater Boston. Through this fellowship, Ostis will gain practical experience to further his education in community development.

Public Policy PhD candidate Ana Maria Sánchez is the recipient of the Inter-American Foundation (IAF) Grassroots Development Field Research Fellowship. As a fellow, Sánchez will conduct field work in Mexico for her dissertation, “Grassroots Organizations’ Practices to End Violence and Abuse of Women and Girls with Disabilities in Mexico.” The IAF was created in 1969 by the United States Congress to fund the self-help initiatives of the organized poor in Latin America and the Caribbean and the groups that directly support them.

Wondwossen S. Wondemagegnehu, a Global Governance and Human Security PhD student, received a fellowship from the International Livestock Research Institute to pursue his dissertation research on the “Science-Policy-Practice Interface of Climate Adaptation: Learning from the Ethiopian Experience.” Wondemagegnehu will analyze the social dynamics of the formulation and implementation of climate adaptation policy and examine how scientific information is (or is not) integrated into policy processes relevant to climate adaptation in the agricultural sector.

GO LOCAL. GO GLOBAL. GO MCCORMACK!